
AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS FOR 
GREATER PRODUCT QUALITY 

AND SYSTEM EFFICIENCY 

APPLICATIONS WE SERVE

With a century of experience, George T. Hall (GTH) brings experience and intuition to automation challenges and creates 
sustainable, reliable control solutions. We’ll work within the framework of your existing technology to modernize operations 
or design new solutions when you’re looking to expand. We know the components, have longstanding relationships with 
hardware providers, and truly enjoy our work and our clients.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE EXPERTISE 
GTH has been providing instrumentation and control solutions to this market 
for nearly 90 years. We specialize in automation, on-site programming 
support, instrument calibrations, and UL control panel modernization. Our 
engineers are also trained in ISA and FDA standards as they apply to these 
applications. 

PLC MODERNIZATION
Our upgrade and migration solutions allow you to upgrade while preserving 
your maximum hardware and software investment. We are proficient in full 
scale software conversions, factory acceptance testing, and commissioning so 
you can be certain the modernization will be completed in a timely manner, 
with minimum downtime. 

SYSTEM PROCESS DESIGN
With our technical expertise and two UL 508A panel shops, we have teamed 
with a number of original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to create new 
systems for custom applications. We understand that food & beverage 
processes are as unique as the products being manufactured and with 
decades of control & software expertise our engineers can put to work on 
new system design and retrofits allowing you to upgrade an existing process, 
update your instrumentation, customize a software system, or build an 
entirely new production line. 

DATA ACQUISITION AND SCADA
Modern software allows for increased remote access capabilities and 
reporting, so your data is both visible and usable in real-time. Our engineers 
are experts in modernizing systems to improve efficiency and provide greater 
data visibility with Asset Performance Management (APM), users are able 
to monitor system performance, access predictive maintenance, and track 
reliability across the facility.

MACHINE CONTROL

THERMAL PROCESSES

DATA ANALYTICS

UL698A & UL508A



www.georgethall.com714-939-7100
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6625 S. Valley View Boulevard, Las Vegas, NV 89118

8565 Double R Boulevard, Reno, NV 89511

“ Our solutions are intricately designed to handle the terrain of 
our region and the specifics of your business -- but straightforward 
to operate so you can move ahead quickly.”

PARTNERSHIPS
With George T. Hall, there’s a century of expertise 
built into every solution. That’s decades upon 
decades of watching industry trends, building 
relationships with technology providers, and 
knowing the intricacies of every single hardware 
component and each line of code so that what 
we deliver is exactly what your organization 
needs. 

GTH brings value to our clients by utilizing our expertise in automation 
and control solutions to improve performance, reduce waste, and 
provide valuable data while establishing successful partnerships 
throughout the lifecycle of our projects. Our culture is one of 
continuous improvement, to benefit our employees and customers.

GTH was founded in 1932 by George Hall. When he started the 
company, he often referred to it as “the house that service built”. 
We work each day to live up to his legacy of customer service, 
technical support, and continuous improvement. Being awarded 
2023 System Integrator of the Year affirms our commitment to our 
legacy and our future as one of the leading System Integrators for 
the Western Region.

SERVING THE WESTERN US

CERTIFICATIONS

UL508A & UL698A

INDUSTRY PARTNERS

Certi�ed Automation Partner
Industrial Solutions Provider

Registered System Integrator


